
The Bridge to the Future 

Project Narrative

Need for the Project

This proposal by the Aleut Community of St. Paul Island Tribal Government 

(ACSPI) is a response to overcome current limitations in capacity, curriculum, and 

pedagogy. The proposal is designed for local Alaska Native students with the goal of 

directly and positively impacting their skills development, acumen and education and to

target that impact towards STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) fields in

IT and computer science. The proposal seeks to enrich local access to quality education 

through the implementation of remote learning, direct student support services, and 

student/staff support tools like the learning management system. The justification for 

this proposal follows from evidence of significant needs, underpinned by data which

demonstrates a significant gap in age level achievement for the Pribilof School District

and the community. 

Specific Gaps or Weaknesses; Gaps in Current Services and Infrastructure
There are significant gaps in access to quality education and STEM education in 

the community. Historic underfunding of rural Alaskan schools, as demonstrated with 

comparing inflation over a ten-year period against increases in school funding, 

demonstrates that while inflation over a ten-year period (1990-200) was roughly 30%, 

school funding only increased by 5% (Holloway, Shirely, PhD. “Alaska’s Public School

Funding Formula, A Report to the Alaska State Legislature. McDowell group.  January 

15,2001. https://education.alaska.gov/publications/FundingFormula SB36 Report.pdf). 
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This has greatly impacted the quality and level of access to resources for rural districts. 

The effect of this reduction in funds includes impacts on curriculum acquisition, staffing, 

supportive services and impacts the type and quality of education students in the 

Pribilof School District (PSD) receive. Financial constraints impact PSD’s ability to 

provide adequate resources and equipment to facilitate STEM programs. St. Paul’s 

unique geographic location exacerbates these limitations as the cost of acquiring or 

delivering goods, services is significant. 

A second factor creating gaps in access to quality education and services is             

outmigration. A comparison of State of Alaska census data (State of Alaska            

Department of Labor and Workforce Development, Research and Analysis,         

http://live.laborstats.alaska.gov/cen/maps.cfm) shows that the St. Paul Island       

population has declined since its peak of 763 in 1990, with 427 residents in 2016.               

Population projections for the Aleutians West Census Area project a four percent            

decline for the region over the next 30 years. A Department of Agriculture study              

(Multiple Sources. “Rural America at a Glance 2017 Edition”. Pg. 3-4. USDA. 2017.             

https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/85740/eib-182.pdf) demonstrated  

outmigration for rural Alaska regions was twice the average of rural areas nationwide.             

Coupled with this general trend of outmigration is a site-specific outmigration of            

Middle and High School students in PSD who seek their education at Mt. Edgecumbe              

High school, a regional boarding school located in Sitka, AK. Over the last ten years               

Middle and High school enrollment in PSD has decreased roughly 70% (based on             

PSD enrollment). Parents who have the resources to send students to Mt.            

Edgecumbe chose to do so due to the lack of educational quality, opportunity and              
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services that PSD can provide. The impact outmigration has on PSD is significant.             

PSD is a small district and reduction in enrollment equates to a reduction in              

enrollment-based formula funding from the State. This creates strain on District           

resources and leads to a reduction in their capacity to deliver adequate services to              

students within the PSD. The St. George School closure in 2017 also affected             

funding to the PSD. Funding reductions lead to gaps in access to quality teachers,              

curriculum, resources and education delivery. The students who remain, especially          

those in Middle school and High school, often are from families who lack the ability to                

facilitate out migration to other districts due to socioeconomic limitations their children            

receive a substandard education as a result. The educational impact for students            

underscores the effects of the considerations detailed above and can be best            

demonstrated by looking at PEAK test scores for students within the PSD. Student             

academic performance on PEAK showed that only 22.50% of PSD students are            

proficient in mathematics, only 30% were proficient in science, and only 27.5% are             

proficient in English Arts despite English being the first language for students. These             

averages were well below the averages for Alaskan K-12 students. Students           

currently receive some limited access to quality STEM programming. ACSPI obtained           

education grant awards from the Department of Labor and to facilitate a STEM Math              

and Coding program in late 2017. When the ACSPI Math and Coding program was              

implemented in 2018, which is a STEM focused math and coding program which             

includes intensive tutoring and hands on skill acquisition, its effects were tracked            

using student test scores collected from weekly pre and post lesson exams in the              

course throughout the school year, comparative to pre-program/intake assessments.         
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Further, State of Alaska PEAK scores in mathematics prior to program           

implementation was at 7.5% at or meeting grade level requirements. The most            

current PEAK assessment shows the district at 22.5% at meeting grade level            

achievement in mathematics. This demonstrated that access to STEM programs,          

enrichment and a qualified STEM educator and supportive student support          

infrastructure  had a significant impact for students in the district. 

These challenges are accompanied by secondary factors faced by the school           

district – a student population that consists of nearly 100% Alaska Native Unangnan             

(Aleut) students who must navigate Western models of instruction and curriculum           

that are not inclusive of cultural values and beliefs and whose current access to a               

robust curriculum and instruction which includes site specific, culturally appropriate          

methods of ancient ways of learning and language is limited, a district in which has               

an above average percentage of students requiring special education, and 54% of            

students are living in poverty. 

Demographics of Need: Source: (Pribilof School District (PSD),2018-2019 School Year) 

Despite these limitations there is a strong community interest in access to a higher              

quality of education specifically in STEM. In the CEDS assessment (Agnew Beck.            
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Students 
in 
Poverty 

Free & 
Reduced-Price 
Lunch Enrollment 

Special 
Education 
Students 

English 
Language 
Learners 

Alaska Native 
and American 
Indian Students 

Graduation 
Rate, PSD, 
3 year 
average 

54% N/A (No Lunch 
Program in 
Pribilof School 
District) 

8/41 (K-12) 41/41 (K-12) 41/41 (K-12) 80% 
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“Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy”. 2017.) when discussing their        

academic needs with the CEDS planning team, students asked for more college and             

post-graduation prep work, more hands on science such as chemistry and lab work, and              

more instruction in math (financial skills) (pg. 32) and the community expressed a strong              

desire for education and workforce development efforts that seek to increase STEM            

education on St. Paul Island (pg. 48-49). 

Opportunities 
 Opportunities within the community for STEM related employment have been 

generated through direct investment, community growth, and external partnerships. 

Direct investment has come from the development of infrastructure and economic 

activity through ACSPI, City government, and other local businesses. Local agency and 

government growth onsite and  in multiple sectors created a demand for high tech, high 

wage paying positions within the community in the field of IT and computer sciences. 

Multiple individual computer and server networks function and exist in the community; 

the majority of those systems are currently serviced and maintained by third party 

contractors who predominantly reside outside the community. For example, ACSPI 

spends roughly  $250,000-$600,000 a year on the maintenance of IT infrastructure and 

web supported services. Outsourcing takes jobs out of the community, restricts 

opportunities and works against building a sustainable, local community (CEDS, pg. iv). 

A goal of this project is to reverse out migration and outsourcing by creating the 

capacity for IT services and support directly into the community through education, 

training and real world application of skills, allowing program participants to assume 

these roles and provide these services to ACSPI and local partners directly at a level 
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consummate to current services provided by third party contractors. External 

partnerships have created expanded demand for IT and support services. A Joint

Venture between ACSPI and Sabrewing, Inc.. will lead to the formation of the St. Paul

Experimental Test Range (SPxTR). Sabrewing, INC is a private company who is 

partnering with ACSPI to develop, test and operate their class V heavy cargo drones. 

This partnership will create jobs in STEM fields including engineering, piloting, aircraft 

mechanic and supportive positions including IT and computer sciences. The test range

will operate a telemetry center, collecting and analyzing data generated from test

operations. These positions will be staffed by local Tribal and community members as 

part of the j/v agreement, positions supported by Sabrewing, Inc. with their professional 

staff acting as mentors and providing on the job application and training of these skills 

for students or employees of the range. Students in the programs proposed as a part of

this project will receive direct pathways and on the job mentoring and training as a part

of their scholastic curriculum, leading to a direct pathway post degree into high tech, 

high wages fields of employment.  

Specific Gaps in Opportunities 

The opportunities ACSPI and other local partners have or are working to create

around STEM fields require a strong basic academic performance at a minimum of

grade level to access entry points into the STEM workforce, and for advanced 

opportunities in STEM fields, employees are required to have technical certification or 

degrees. Current education capacity, student supportive services, and access to STEM 

programs in the district and the Bering Sea Campus (BSC), a satellite campus of
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Ilisagvik College (IC) and the University of Alaska Fairbanks, opened in 2018 with the 

goal to provide post secondary and vocational education, onsite, to students in St. Paul

Island, and to provide student support, resources, and facilities to foster programs,

education, research and community, are too limited and not fully supported with student 

supportive services. 

How the Gaps in Services, Infrastructure and Opportunities will be Addressed 

There is a current gap in students and adults’ access to robust and equal

education in St. Paul created from the underfunding of rural schools by the state of

Alaska and potentiated through outmigration. Limited access to quality education will be 

addressed by providing resources for the retention and training of staff in the BSC, 

increasing the capacities of the BSC through expanding internet speed onsite (to assist 

with the facilitation of electronic, distance coursework through the BSC computer lab),

and through the development of a learning management system, which places students

resources, case management, student achievement and course access and overview 

into one singular electronic ‘hub’ space, making accessibility and engagement with the 

electronic and distance education format accessible and easier to navigate for local 

students and BSC staff. Education will be delivered through distance learning facilitated

through the BSC computer lab and classrooms and supported by BSC and IC staff.

(Chatman, et. all, 2019) demonstrated that methods of expanded and direct student 

support are necessary in assuring student achievement and success in remote learning 

and e-courses; IC courses are designed to industry leading standards and are 

accredited and certified. Distance learning has been shown in Alaska, (Coose, 2010) to

be as effective as onsite/direct learning as it related to student performance and
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outcomes. Distance learning, supported with supplementary student supports onsite 

through the BSC, will address both shortcomings in current course and campus 

computer science offerings and in addition will provide pathways for students that allow 

them to earn degrees and certifications in high wage, high paying IT and CS fields. 

Outmigration is addressed through creating sustainable, high wage and high pay 

employment and the requisite pathways, including onsite training and access to 

education and supportive services and through the commitments of project partners to 

open these roles to students on successful completion of their academic programs.  

Coordination with the CEDS (Tribal Economic Development Plan) 

This project is informed through guidance provided in the Community Economic 

Development Survey (CEDS), completed by Agnew Beck (an Anchorage based 

consulting firm) in 2017 at the behest of The Aleut Community of St. Paul Island Tribal 

Government (ACSPI) and in conjunction with multiple local agencies, businesses and 

community input. In the CEDS community economic goals, needs, challenges and 

opportunities were identified. A five year (2017-2022) strategic plan was developed as a 

part of the CEDS. The CEDS was used as a framework for the objectives identified in 

this proposal, and educational and economic goals reflected here are consistent with 

the goals outlined in the CEDS. A copy of the CEDS can be referenced here and can 

also be provided on request or viewed on ACSPI’s site (Aleut.com).  

Expansion of Steam Education, Economic Needs 

The (CEDS)  outlined community centered goals and priorities for improving the 

health and promoting economic success and sustainability of the community. 

Community members, as a part of the CEDS process, raised concerns over current 
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declining trends in unemployment and education, expressed a local desire for more 

educational and vocational training opportunities onsite and demonstrated a community

desire for increased STEM education opportunities that is designed to prepare

community members for a rapidly evolving future workforce in STEM fields.  

The Extent of the Need for the Activities to be Carried out by the Proposed 

Project  

Tribal Economic Development Plan: (CEDS)

Needs: Source: 2017-2022 Community Economic Development Survey ( CEDS )

Economy: Need to bring external investments back into the local economy to promote 

sustainability (pg. IV), Limited workforce training opportunities (pg. viii), High cost of 

living (pg. 38), Shrinking workforce (pg. 39). 

Education Capacity: Lack of College Preparatory Classes/Resources in St. Paul (pg.

33), Education Opportunities (pg. 52,53).

Opportunities: Economy: Internal development of IT infrastructure and network onsite 

in St. Paul has created a sustaining employment opportunity for skilled IT professionals. 

ACSPI outsources roughly $250,000-$600,000 a year in IT services and support to 

external (non community based) IT contractors for a variety of projects and operational

support. Other community partners also outsource the majority of their IT work to

external, non local based third party IT contractors. No current onsite capacity or 

contractor exists within the community that offers IT services and support. The joint 

venture with Sabrewing, Inc. has created a framework which provides economic 

opportunity, diversification, jobs, and education and training opportunities onsite STEM

specific high tech fields (aeronautics). Workforce expertise: ACSPI employees on site
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have a range of professional certifications, degrees, and backgrounds in subjects such 

as fisheries, wildlife management, technology, engineering, and project and business

management. Geographic Location: St. Paul Island’s unique geographic location in

the Bering Sea and its proximity to the Arctic Ocean provides a unique and direct 

benefit for those developing and testing Ocean and Arctic products and technologies, 

leading to projects in Arctic and environmental research, testing, and technology that 

are sustained and facilitated onsite in St. Paul. Onsite Education Capacity: The

implementation of the Bering Sea Campus (BSC) in 2018, in partnership with the only

tribal college in Alaska, Ilisagvik college (IC), has brought an industry standard 

vocational and post-secondary education capacity directly to the St. Paul Island 

community, creating onsite access to advancement  through vocational and 

post-secondary education and campus student services.

Quality of the Project Design

Project Proposal and Activities  

ACSPI proposes to provide academic, organizational, and technological support for 

tribal and community members to enroll, participate, and complete the Associate 

Degree coursework in Information Technologies through course offered at the BSC and

delivered by education staff through Ilisagvik College (IC) through remote/distance

learning and electronic courses. Distance learning has proven itself as both a valuable 

tool and opportunity for rural communities but also poses an added burden of difficult 

logistic and organizational hurdles for rural students and applicants who desire the 

structural support of in-person learning. An Alaskan study found that distance learners

identified being able to study in their home community as an important benefit (Coose,
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2010). However, distance learners often struggle with course completion: a Virginia 

study found that 29% of the 724,116 students enrolled in an online course did not

successfully complete it (Chatman et. al, 2019). Challenges for online community

college learners include robust online access, organizational skills, and 

time-management; a student focus group identified supportive onboarding activities and 

consistent expectations as important for success (Chatman et. al,2019). We propose to 

utilize the funds from this application to bridge that gap.

Objectives listed by timing, not priority. Each objective is dependent upon the

one preceding it.  

Objective 1: Retain and train staff within the BSC to assist in preparation, enrollment, 

and completion of Information Technologies distance degree and certification programs.  

Objective 2:  Develop and maintain Standard Operating Procedures for delivery of

study skill, scheduling, organizational skills, and workforce standards with a focus on

project participants.  

Objective 3: Transition and retain program participants with Information Technologies 

degree and certifications obtained through courses directly related to IT needs on island 

and sustain support for individuals until and beyond placement in unfilled positions

within island economic infrastructure.

11 

Objective 1: Retain and train staff within the BSC to assist in preparation, enrollment, 
and completion of Information Technologies distance degree and certification 
programs.  

Need Objective Timeframe Outcome 

Lack of College
Preparatory 
Classes/Resources in 
St. Paul 

1.1 Retain, recruit
and expand Bering 
Sea Campus Staff 
onsite 

1.1 Y1Q1-Y2Q4
 
1.2: Y1Q1 
 

1.1 Coordinator and
supportive 
administrative staff  in 
place for duration of 
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1.2 Develop college 
and career readiness 
skill list
1.3 Develop and
maintain skill-building 
and communication 
plan 
1.4 Design and
maintain work space 
specific to the project 
within existing 
campus infrastructure 
1.5 Develop class
material list in 
accordance with IC 
success 
requirements

1.3: Y1Q1 
 
1.4: Y1Q1-Y2Q4
1.5: Y1Q1-Y1Q2

the project 
1.2 Skill list present in 
participant materials
and posted in work
space 
1.3 Weekly meetings 
with participants 
tracking results and
supporting where 
needed 
1.4 Work stations 
identified and 
prepared for
supported distance 
education 
1.5 Learning 
materials in place
and prepared for 
individual student 
needs/ Space 
provided for storage 
and accessibility

Objective 2: Develop and maintain Standard Operating Procedures for delivery of
study skill, scheduling, organizational skills, and workforce standards with a focus on 
project participants.  

Limited workforce 
training opportunities 

2.1 Develop and 
provide Success 
Checklist for use by
program participants 
2.2 Provide career 
counseling in 
preparation of 
transition from
student to 
professional 
 

2.1: Y1Q1-Y1Q2 
 
2.2: Y1Q4 - Y2Q4
 

2.1 Standard 
Operating 
Procedures for
Professionals 
Checklist complete 
and posted digitally 
and physically for all 
participants
2.2 Weekly Career 
Counseling sessions 
for participants 
through transition

Objective 3: Develop and maintain Standard Operating Procedures for delivery of
study skill, scheduling, organizational skills, and workforce standards with a focus on 
project participants.  

Internal development 
of IT infrastructure 
and network has 
created a sustaining
employment 
opportunity in St. 

3.1 Transition and 
retain 10 IT 
(associates) trained 
members for tribal
and test range needs 
 

3.1 Y1Q4-Y2Q4 3.1 Internal IT 
professionals trained, 
supported, hired, and 
retained for long term
employment on 
island  
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Paul for skilled IT 
professionals. 

Objective 1:  Retain and train the Bering Sea Campus staff to assist in preparation, 
enrollment, and completion of Information Technologies distance degree and 
certification programs. 

● Outcome indicator: % of students pursuing an Information Technologies 
distance degree and/or certification program with supports provided by the 
College Readiness Coordinator.  

● Outcome indicator: % of participating students achieving skill benchmarks  

Objective Performance 
Outcomes/Outputs 

Data Source
1 = Quantitative
2 = Qualitative 

Data Analysis 
Procedures 

1.1 Retain and
train Bering Sea 
Campus Staff 

Output Indicators:
% of BSC staff 
reporting satisfaction 
with onboarding 
activities/trainings 

HR Employment
Records (1) 
 
Project staff interview 
(1) 

 

Descriptive statistics,
including means and 
frequency counts for 
each output indicator 
 

1.2 Develop 
college and 
career readiness 
skill list

Output Indicators:  
College and career 
readiness skill list and 
materials are digitally
and physically
available 
 
# of community 
members and
employers providing 
feedback on list for 
revisions 

Photographic and 
Digital Evidence that 
Physical and Digital 
Skill Lists Marketed
and Present for
Community 
Reference and 
Consumption (1) 

Integrated 
Community/ 
Employer 
Feedback 
Surveys (2)

Descriptive 
statistics, including 
means and
frequency counts for
each output 
indicator 

Survey only: 
identification of 
frequent 
recommendations

1.3 Develop and
maintain 
skill-building and 
communication 
plan

Output Indicators:
Implementation of the 
skill building and 
communication plan 

% of students
completing the 

Skill building and
communication plan 
fidelity checklist (1) 
 
Integrated Formative
Skill Assessments (1)
 

Descriptive 
statistics, including 
means and 
frequency counts for
each output
indicator 
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integrated formative 
skill assessments 

% of participating
students attending 
communication 
appointments 

# of communication 
appointments by 
student 

College Readiness 
Coordinator Activity 
Logs (1)

1.4 Design work 
space specific to
the project within 
existing campus 
infrastructure 

Output Indicators:  
Workspace organized
for enhanced learning 
efficiency 
“# of students using the 
program workspace  

Photographic 
Evidence that
Physical Space is 
Complete to Course 
Standards (1) 
 
College Readiness
Coordinator Logs: 
observations of 
student activity (1) 

Descriptive statistics, 
including means and
frequency counts for 
each output indicator 

1.5 Develop class 
material list in
accordance with 
Ilisagvik College 
success and 
course
requirements 

Output Indicators: # 
of students receiving
program-provided 
materials  
 
% of students reporting
that they could not 
complete work due to 
forgotten and/or 
unavailable materials 

Student receipt of 
materials
documentation (1) 
 
Program materials list 
(1)
 
Integrated Student 
Surveys (1, 2) 

Descriptive
statistics, including 
means and 
frequency counts for 
each output
indicator 
 
Survey only:
identification of 
strengths and 
challenges 

Objective 2: Develop and maintain Standard Operating Procedures for Professionals 
Checklist (PFP) for delivery of study skill, scheduling, organizational skills, and 
workforce standards with a focus on project participants.

● Outcome indicator: % of students earning passing grades (i.e., C and above) in 
their program/certificate courses
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Objective Performance 
Outputs 

Data Source
1 = Quantitative 
2 = Qualitative 

Data 
Analysis 
Procedures 

2.1 Develop and
provide 
Procedures for 
Professionals 
Checklist (PFP)
for use by
program 
participants 

Output Indicators:
Standard Operating 
PFP are digitally and 
physically available  

% of coordinators
reporting utilization of 
checklist on regular 
basis 

% of participants 
reporting utilization 
checklist as valuable 
training source 

Photographic and digital
evidence that physical and 
Digital PFP Checklist are 
integrated into participant/ 
coordinator meeting
materials (1)
  
Integrated Participant/ 
Coordinator Feedback 
Surveys (1)

Descriptive
statistics, 
including 
means and
frequency 
counts for each 
output indicator 

  
 

2.2 Provide 
career 
counseling in
preparation of 
transition from 
student to 
professional 

Output Indicators:  
# of career 
counseling
appointments 
conducted 
  
% of participants 
reporting satisfaction
transition counseling 
  
% of prospective 
employers reporting
satisfaction with
participant 
preparation for 
professional 
assignment

Appointment attendance 
records in online collection 
tool (1)
  
Integrated 
Participant/Employer 
Feedback Surveys (1) 

Descriptive 
statistics,
including 
means and 
frequency 
counts for each
output indicator 

  

Objective 3: Transition and retain program participants with Information Technologies
degree and certifications obtained through courses directly related to IT needs on 
island and sustain support for individuals until and beyond placement in unfilled 
positions within island economic infrastructure.

● Outcome indicator: % of open and outsourced island IT positions filled by 
program participants
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Opportunity for Students to Receive a Recognized Post Secondary Credential 

and/or Employment Post Program 

The proposed program integrates on-site organizational, and learning support to 

participants in one of several accredited programs offered by Ilisagvik College. The 

accredited options supported through this program follow: 

In order to better support the achievement of these credentials this project 

provides BSC administrative and student services and support staff that are needed to 

help participants navigate the gap between distance and in person learning. BSC staff 

16 

Objective Performance 
Outputs 

Data Source 
1 = Quantitative 
2 = Qualitative 

Data Analysis 
Procedures 

3.1 Hire and retain 
6-12 IT (associates) 
trained members for 
tribal and test range 
needs 
 
 

Output Indicators:  
# program 
participants hired into 
IT positions as a 
result of the 
education support 
program 
  
% of program 
participants engaged 
in work study and/or 
mentoring 
opportunities 
  
% of program 
participants whose 
employers report 
satisfaction with 
program participants’ 
IT knowledge and 
skills 

HR Hiring Records 
(1) 
 
Integrated 
participant/employer 
surveys (2) 

Descriptive 
statistics, 
including means 
and frequency 
counts for each 
output indicator 
 

Associate Degree: Information 
Technology  

Certificates 1 & 2: Information Technology 
Support Specialist 

Certificates 1 & 2: Data Analysis  
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will work directly with each participant in a face-to-face scheduled setting as the 

participants work through the distance learning modules provided by the IC programs.

BSC staff will maintain provided workspace in the BSC facilities, as well as required

scheduled work time and maintain ‘open hours’, organizational check in meetings, and 

study skills training and support throughout the process of each participant's distance 

education. The Education Coordinators and Project Manager will facilitate professional 

skills development training for each participant in individual and group settings as

participants enter the final stages of their certification courses in order to prepare them

for entry into the existing and growing paid positions available on island. This 

development includes resume writing, interview preparation and practice, and weekly 

support meetings for the first two to six months of employment to guide the participants 

through understanding employment contracts, supervisor expectations, and general

transition into full time, professional positions and includes an active job search and

placement protocol. Students enrolled in courses will be paired with mentoring and on 

the job training through ACSPI and Sabrewing, Inc. Through this program, we propose 

to make the same opportunities available to less isolated communities available to our 

community so that we can both grow and employ a professional workforce, while

providing opportunities for professional and economic growth to our people.

Employment opportunities for certified IT professionals completing these courses and 

earning their degrees or certifications are created by ACSPI and other community 

partners. ACSPi anticipates 3-5 full time positions in IT fields that are currently held or 

facilitated by off site contractors to be transferred to students graduating these

programs. Employment in IT fields, post program completion: An estimated 1-3 full
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time similar positions exist and are outsourced currently within PSD, the City, and with 

other community partners. The establishment of the St. Paul Experimental Test Range

(SPxTR), scheduled to be operational in 2021, creates an immediate need for IT system

engineers and web professionals onsite. The test range follows the certification process 

of a new (class V) type of aircraft which is semi autonomous and relies heavily on IT 

systems for support, testing and its operation. The test range will also be operating as a 

commercial test range for other clients as the project matures beyond the initial

purpose, sustaining the range and the employment provided through its operation and

extending the need for IT related services and support within the community, and 

bringing in revenue to support those positions. An estimated 3-6 full time positions will 

develop from the implementation of the SPxTR range.  

Addressing the Needs of the Target Population, Description of Programs and

Activities Aligned with Needs

Need:  Need to bring external investments back into the local economy to promote 

sustainability, create jobs, and ‘cycle’ money within the local economy (CEDS pg. iv). 

Addressed by: Implementing onsite IT professional training, support, and mentoring, 

building capacity locally and demonstrating student outcomes through documentation of

certifications and degrees; students will assume roles in IT professions available in the

community and local economy currently held by third party contractors. Funding which 

currently leaves the island will stay in the community, creating sustainable jobs, 

economic opportunity, and scale for the local economy (pg. iv). Need:  Limited 

workforce training opportunities (pg. viii). Addressed through: Project funding that is

focused on student enrollment, training, mentoring, supportive services, and by building
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local capacity for instruction; through mentorships created through external partnerships 

that connect to and support this project, and through external partnership with IC to

provide certified certificate and degree programs, through the BSC to students enrolled

in programs through this project, and through dual accreditation of these programs into 

the PSD. Need: High cost of living (pg. 38) Addressed through: Training local 

community members in high wage, high skill employment IT fields, allowing them to 

access careers locally that are currently held by third party contractors, leading to

measurable and documented effect on median household incomes and sustainable

career pathways locally. Need: Shrinking workforce (pg. 39). Addressed through: 

Moving outsourced jobs in high paying, high tech fields to local community members, 

redirects funding for positions and services into circulation into the local economy. Local 

workforce is expanded through external partnerships (such as ACSPI and Sabrewing

J/V agreement) which build and implement scalable projects that require support and

create positions  in IT and computer science fields and provide expanded job 

opportunities that are sustainable and feasible onsite, in St. Paul Island Ak. Need: 

Education Capacity: Lack of College Preparatory Classes/Resources in St. Paul (pg. 

33), Education Opportunities (pg. 52,53). Addressed through: Expanding access to

industry standard IT/computer science training, certifications and degree programs

onsite, through the BSC; providing resources for expanded student support, mentoring 

(through partnerships), and active case management and student tracking through the 

LMS. 

Coordination of Similar Effort, State, Federal or Community Resources
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The project will be coordinated with existing IT information systems programs 

through IC which leverage local private, corporate, Federal and State funding to sustain 

their education programs. Programs from IC will extend into the Bering Sea Campus 

with additional onsite capacity provided through this grant and through other community 

level resources (see detail, “Adequacy of Resources”, below, for local capacity 

onsite).The BSC campus and SPxTR range are supported through private, government 

and Federal funds alongside community funding and investment, assuring a level of 

sustainability for the positions created from their ongoing operation. These courses will 

provide a source of sustainable revenue for local IT professionals who will advise and 

teach courses to future students as part of the long term design of the test range, drone 

platform, and related IT and internet/infrastructure program(s).  

Training and Professional Development; Quality, Intensity, Duration; Documented 

Improvements in Practice  

BSC staff will be trained through the National Career Development Academy 

Career Services Provider training to conduct baseline assessments of participants, build 

their awareness of IT and computer science careers, connect them with Iḷisaġvik 

College courses, and provide onsite workforce training and support. IC will offer 

additional training, oversight and support to BSC staff and ACSPI will adjust training to 

incorporate suggestions from IC or the Project Evaluator and enhance, add or amend 

training for BSC staff as needed to assure efficacy in their roles. Any additional training 

needs beyond what is proposed in the project budget will be the responsibility of ACSPI. 

Any recommendations of IC or the Project Evaluator for additional training or staff 

enrichment will be documented and included in the mandatory grant reporting to the 
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Department of Education and all training outcomes will also be included in ACSPI’s 

mandatory program reports.

Adequacy of Resources

Assets and Facilities: ACSPI has multiple physical assets on St. Paul Island 

including the Bering Sea Campus (BSC), Small Vessel Repair facility, and the SPxTR 

test range along with offices, housing, equipment, and vehicles onsite. The BSC has an 

administrative office, student support services and case management, and a computer

lab and is operated in partnership with IC, a fully accredited Tribal College. Equipment

ACPSI has a variety of IT, network, server, scientific and technical equipment onsite as 

a part of ACSPI’s governmental assets. The SPxTR test range will have commercial 

telemetry systems and related equipment and data processing capacity and IT 

infrastructure. The BSC and PSD have a variety of IT and network systems onsite.

Supplies: The BSC has a variety of student resources and supplies available for

students attending courses or training onsite. Other: Financial and Business 

Resources: ACSPI owns and operates multiple businesses on St. Paul Island, AK 

including the local store, construction crews, and commercial sales. ACSPI will leverage 

our local, State, Federal and commercial partnerships to support the project, where

necessary or appropriate.  ACSPi is financially sound, solvent, and has a track record of

performance for commercial, State, and Federal contracting and grant management. 

ACSPI can leverage financial or other resources, where appropriate, to assure program 

efficacy and success. Workforce: ACSPI employs roughly 60 individuals locally and 15 

offsite in Anchorage, AK. These individuals have a mix of vocation, academic and post
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secondary credentials and work experience.  Where appropriate these personnel will be 

leveraged in directly facilitating or supporting the project or related activities.  

Tribal Entity to be Served  

The Aleut Community of St. Paul Island (ACSPI) is a Federally recognized Tribal 

Government. This proposal will serve the tribal members who are located on St. Paul 

Island, AK, an extremely isolated, remote, rural Alaskan community with a 

predominately (89%) Alaska Native population.  

Budget Costs: Adequate and Reasonable in Relation to Objectives 

Anticipated Costs for the program will be high in relation to the estimated number 

of beneficiaries due to the extreme remoteness and isolation of the community and 

comparative to other programs; for example, the cost of supplies is elevated because 

they include delivery by barge or air cargo from Anchorage or other distant locations. 

The extreme and unique geographic remoteness of St. Paul Island inherently increases 

operational costs of any proposed program. ACSPI uses established relationships, 

current operations, and local infrastructure to offset these additional expenses. Staff and 

contractor positions are estimated from a market comparison of at a minimum of 3 

comparative offers for service and include position estimates from prior work 

undertaken for the Department of Education by ACSPI in previous or current grants or 

within PSD, IC, and within the Bering Sea Campus (BSC). Contractor solicitation follows 

Federal guidelines and includes a Alaska Native and minority preference in the 

selection of any contractor. 

Relevance and Commitment of Applicant and Project Partners 
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This project is a collaborative effort among ACSPI, PSD and Iḷisaġvik College 

(IC), a Tribal college located in Barrow, Alaska. ACSPI has long supported education

and outreach efforts among its departments, examples include our UT Program

developed by our Cultural Department TUM, science outreach activities developed by 

its Ecosystem Conservation Office and mental health programs offered through its 

Health and Human Services Department. The combination of these efforts led ACSPI to 

establish a formal educational facility in 2018, the Bering Sea Campus and Research

Center (BSCRC). Since that time, BSC has developed a strong relationship with PSD,

IC, and community and district partners.  

Defined Responsibilities 

ACSPI: ACSPI is the lead applicant and has the responsibility of implementation and 

oversight of the program. ACSPI assumes responsibility for assuring that all grant

management, reporting and Federal standards are applied, met, and that the program is

coordinated with project partners. ACSPI works with PSD and IC staff and instructors to 

assure program oversight, function, and campus facilitation. ACSPI is responsible for 

completing all grant reports on time and consistent with Department of Education 

standards and assures the information is accurate and complete. ACSPI will work with

partners to use the evaluator data to adapt or change programs to assure program

goals are met as outlined in this proposal. ACSPI will maintain the program ensuring 

that all milestones and timelines are met.  

Ilisagvik College (IC) is a primary partner of the BSC and is responsible for the 

facilitation of college accredited and industry standard vocational and post secondary

programming offered through BSC. IC was established in 2005 and the only nationally
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Certified Tribal College in Alaska. IC offers a variety of vocational and post secondary 

degrees and certifications, both onsite and through distance learning, to their students.

Project Relevance: IC will provide direct instruction and training in IT and computer

science degree and certification courses along with providing for students who are 

enrolled in project programs, IC will also provide academic and administrative support, 

coordinated with ACSPI and BSC staff, to students enrolled in this program. Please see 

the attached MOU between ACSPI and IC on pg. 57 of the appendices.

Pribilof School District (PSD): The Pribilof School District, unique in history, location

and with the support of parents and Tribal community, will provide an educational 

program based on Alaska Standards which will enable students to become responsible 

young adults. (Source: www.edline.net/pages/Pribilof_Island_SD). Qualifications and 

Experience: The district is both educationally and financially sound. Instruction is

individualized to increase student success and is provided in a technology rich learning

environment. PSD supports staff development in the areas of Culturally Responsive 

Teaching, Data Instruction, and Technology Integration. The district also supports the 

utilization of Accelerated Math and Reading resources used in daily instruction. The 

community support of the schools is evident through the community sponsorship of the

after-school programs. All programs that students and staff members are involved in are

implemented with one goal: to improve student achievement. (Source: 

www.aasb.org/pribilof-ss-2015). Project Relevance: PSD will provide their institutional 

knowledge to help support the project. PSD is offering the use of their facilities and will 

provide supportive staffing, janitorial services and infrastructure to support the BSC

classrooms and programs. PSD has helped to conceptualize some of the programs and
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is working with ACSPI to build programming which builds a base for the STEAM and 

CTE courses proposed in this grant within the PSD. PSD will work with BSC and IC staff

to accredit the IT programs into their curriculum and work to bridge current STEM

programs into the BSC IT and CS course offerings. PSD will help ACSPI to enroll their 

students in dual credit CS/IT courses. Please see the attached  Letter of Support on pg. 

60 of the appendices.  

Sabrewing, Inc.: Sabrewing, INC. is an industry leading aircraft manufacturer of Class

V commercial drone aircraft based in Camarillo, CA. As part of a landmark joint venture

agreement signed with ACSPI in 2018, Sabrewing will be conducting the FAA 

certification process at the SPxTR test range in St. Paul Island for their Rhaegal aircraft, 

a prototype class V semi-autonomous aircraft. The J/V partnership includes a stipulated 

commitment to intern and student mentorship and capacity building for community

personnel who will assume roles into the SPxTR range, including the roles of pilots,

flight and range management, and test operations. Please see the Sabrewing, Inc. 

Letter of Support on pg. 62 of the appendices.  

Instructor Licensing/Certification 

Ilisagvik College is an accredited Indian College in the University System. As 

such all instructors offering courses in accredited programs are licensed and certificated 

to instruct participants in their fields of study. Students participating in this program will 

earn their credits toward certification, and endorsement through the programs and

professors provided through the accredited programs at IC.  

Quality of Management Plan  

Project Management and Methodology 
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Tracking Program and Budgetary Progress: The Academic Director (AD) will track and            

record project data including IDP data, staff input, and participant input. The AD and              

Project Manager (PM) will meet with project staff weekly to track progress and compare              

to the timelines and milestones on the Program Calendar. Barriers to project progress             

will be discussed with project staff and strategies to address progress issues will be              

developed. The PM will discuss any unresolved barriers with the AD and and develop              

strategies to address progress issues. Data provided by the education contractors will            

be used to inform the process. Our current accounting system (Fundware) tracks actual             

revenue and expense amounts for seven different departments and separately tracks           

grant drawdowns/ actual expenditures for all Federal/State grants and contracts. The           

Executive Director will track project expenditures and compare them to the expected            

timeline for expenditures. 

Management/Administrative Timeline 
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Project Year Year One Year Two Key 

Quarters Begin September 2021 Q1 2 3 4 Q1 2 3 4 Executive Director Deliverables 
Objective 1: Retain and train staff within the BSC to 
assist in preparation, enrollment, and completion of 
Information Technologies distance degree and 
certification programs.  Project Manager Deliverables 
1.1 Retain, recruit and expand Bering Sea Campus 
Staff onsite  Education Coordinator Deliverables 

1.2 Develop college and career readiness skill list         Team Deliverables 
1.3 Develop and maintain skill-building and 
communication plan         

 

1.4 Design and maintain work space specific to the 
project within existing campus infrastructure  

1.5 Develop class material list in accordance with 
IC success requirements        

Objective 2: Develop and maintain Standard 
Operating Procedures for delivery of study skill, 
scheduling, organizational skills, and workforce 
standards with a focus on project participants.  
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Project Timeline and Milestones 
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2.1 Develop and provide Success Checklist for use 
by program participants        
2.2 Provide career counseling in preparation of 
transition from student to professional     
Objective 3: Develop and maintain Standard 
Operating Procedures for delivery of study skill, 
scheduling, organizational skills, and workforce 
standards with a focus on project participants.  
3.1 Transition and retain 10 IT (associates) trained 
members for tribal and test range needs     

Output and Outcome Measures Reported  

Quarterly and Yearly Reporting         

Project Year Year One Year Two Key 

Quarters Begin September 2021 Q1 2 3 4 
Q
1 2 3 4 Executive Director Deliverables 

Equipment  Project Manager Deliverables 

Equipment Identified/Work Stations Prepped         Education Coordinator Deliverables 

Equipment Upkeep/Replace/Install  Team Deliverables 

Recruitment/Training Ed Coordinator(s)  

 

Materials Developed/Dispersed         

Applications Processed        

Training/SOP Materials  

Admin/Grant Team Training         

Materials Developed         

Materials Published         

Materials Updated and Adapted     

Participant Recruitment  

Materials Developed/Dispersed         

Applications Processed        

Participant Coursework  

Participant Course Enrollment         

Coursework/ Support Process    

Coursework: Completion     

Participant Course/Job Transition  

Professional Skills Training      
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Encouragement of Applicants, Underrepresented Groups 

ACSPI Native Hire Preference Policy (Non-Discrimination and Native 

Preference)/EEO Policy: Sub Section 205 of ACSPI policies and procedures, or the 

Native Preference cause, states that ‘Under the Federal civil rights law, the Tribal

Government may give preference to American Indians, including Native Alaska and

TDX shareholders; such preference shall not be considered a violation of the Tribal 

Government nondiscrimination and EEO policy.” ACSPI gives hiring preference to 

Alaska Native applicants. ACSPI and its partners hire, actively recruit and involve 

individuals from ethic minority groups, bilingual individuals, consumers, Tribal members, 

and individuals with disabilities to plan, implement, facilitate and evaluate program

services, where appropriate. ACSPI is a Federally recognized Tribal Government led by 

an elected Tribal Council. We maintain a deep and rich cultural heritage which guides 

and informs our actions. All aspects of operation of the campus and its programs are 

informed through this guidance and are designed to include the traditional wealth of 

historic knowledge and ways of knowing that the community has access to. Prospective

students, employees, and contractors will be evaluated under the EEO policy and 

preference will be given to Tribal members, Alaska Natives, and Tribal/Alaska Native 

owned contractors or businesses, as outlined in section 205 of our policies. 

Key Personnel and Contractor/Consultant Roles 
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Job Applications Complete       

Transition to Available Positions       

Output and Outcome Measures Reported  

Quarterly and Yearly Reporting         
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Project Director (.1 FTE): The part-time Project Director (PD) will be ,          

ACSPI’s Executive Director. will commit 208 hours per year (0.1 FTE) and

have the major responsibility for oversight of the development and implementation of

the project. has more than 20 years’ experience supervising the ACSPI           

operations and grant programs. He has provided project direction for multiple state and             

federal grants, including multiple active grants and several education grants. All           

previous grants directed met all financial and programmatic regulatory

requirements. will participate in meetings and work sessions. will

utilize the network of regional, state, federal, Alaska Native Organizations, and           

non-governmental agencies to provide connections and resources to participants in the           

program and review all progress and final reports before submission. See attached            

resume on pg. 36 of the appendices.

Academic Director (.5 FTE): The part-time Academic Director (AD) will be

who will devote 1040 hours a year to the project and has the daily oversight and                 

responsibility for the implementation and facilitation of the project. has over          

three years of experience managing Federal grants including Department of Labor and            

Department of Education grants (both historic and currently active) for ACSPI. All prior

and current grants have met regulatory and programmatic requirements and have

documented achievement of proposed objectives and outcomes. The AD is responsible           

for all of the day to day project activity at the Bering Sea Campus and this project and is                   

responsible for program and staff oversight. The AD coordinates with ACSPI staff,            

project partners, and local partners to assure the project is on time, on budget and is

meeting milestones within proposed timelines. The AD is responsible for the creation of
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all quarterly and yearly reports and is responsible for coordinating the review of those             

reports with the ED. The AD coordinates with the Independent Evaluator (IE) to assure

they have adequate access and resources necessary to provide a robust and

thoroughgoing QI/QA process and works with the IE to implement any changes that             

follow from the Evaluators yearly review. The AD is responsible for the majority of the               

communication, coordination with and reporting to the Department of Education Grant           

Managers.  See attached resume on pg. 38 of the appendices.

Project Manager (.5 FTE). The part-time Project Manager (PM) will be who

will devote 1040 hours a year to the project. The PM is responsible for the day to day                  

implementation and management of the grant programs and personnel and the strategic            

objective set from the PM and AD. The PM works alongside the AD to coordinate               

communication and resources on site at the Bering Sea Campus, assists with

information gathering, and assists the Directors with gathering data for Department of

Education (DOE) program reporting through factilation of direct and managed case           

management and data collection. The PM performs public engagement and community           

participation and coordinates with PSD and IC staff to assure student needs are being              

met in a timely and appropriate manner. The PM monitors the safety and accessibility of

the Bering Sea Campus and Research Center and its facilities. The PM serves as a

liaison with other departments within (ACSPI), the community, and external agencies in            

order to provide information on available resources, projects, and/or services, under the            

preview and supervision of the AD. Please see the attached resume on pg. 51 of the                

appendices.

Education Coordinator (1.0 FTE): The full-time Education Coordinator (ED) will be
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who will devote 2080 hours to the project per year. The (EC) is              

responsible for the coordination onsite between ACSPI Directors, staff at the Bering Sea

Campus, academic partners, with their primary focus to provide student support,

increase student access to resources, and assist students in accessing and actualizing            

steps towards their academic and employment goals. The EC works with the PM             

ensuring coordination and proper allocation of resources, support, staff, educators, and           

community, providing students with supportive services and helps students identify

project exit goals and work to connect them with financial services and support and

report any challenges to the PM and AD. The EC provides feedback to the PM daily                

and is responsible for the collection of student data, records, and input and entry into               

the LMS and electronic tracking systems. The EC participates in team meetings with the              

PM and AD to assure program success and to provide active and ongoing feedback to

the PM and AD. The EC is the primary, daily, go to resource and support for students

enrolling or who are enrolled in project courses and is the central conduit between              

students, the PM, and the AD and ED for daily information and student needs. Please               

see the attached resume on pg. 52 of the appendices.  

Other: Contractors

Independent Project Evaluator: The Independent Project Evaluator responsibilities

include: (1) meeting with project staff at least annually onsite and regularly by phone or               

email, (2) collecting fidelity, formative, and summative data in coordination with the            

Project Manager, (3) analyzing the information gained, and (4) preparing a mid-year            

briefing and annual report that includes recommendations for programmatic changes to

improve strategies and achieve project objectives.
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Electronic Module/Software (LMS) Design Consultant: This consultant’s       

responsibilities include: (1) Connection of curriculum access into existing tribal system,           

(2) Utilizing a culturally informed process in electronic format design, (3) Design of a              

remotely accessible Learning Management System (LMS) which includes the following          

elements: single point of entry for participant scheduling, goal tracking, application           

access, and Education Coordinator communication.  

Quality of the Project Evaluation  

During the first quarter of this project, the Evaluator will work collaboratively with             

the project team to establish baseline data (as applicable) and annual targets for             

outcome and output indicators used to monitor progress. These targets will be added to              

the evaluation plan, which will include a logic model and evaluation framework, a             

detailed discussion of data collection methods and analytical approaches, timeline,          

participant consent forms, and data collection instruments. In the final year, the            

Evaluator will prepare the final summative assessment of the project’s impact on the             

community. The evaluation plan shall meet three main goals: 1) to assess fidelity of              

project implementation; 2) conduct formative evaluation activities that provide         

information to guide project improvement; and 3) conduct summative evaluation          

activities to assess project outcomes. 

The fidelity of implementation study will use one primary evaluation method: a            

comparative analysis between the project plan as originally described in the funding            

application and the project implementation records as represented by project          

documentation, including a project manager implementation log, college readiness         

coordinator logs, project documentation, and interviews with project staff. Gaps between           
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the plan and actual implementation, including deviations in timeline, will be reported by             

the evaluator as part of this component. Carefully documenting the project           

implementation will enable more effective replication in other settings. 

The formative evaluation will use a mixed-methods approach to collect          

information that identifies barriers or challenges that have impeded implementation and           

successes that have facilitated implementation. It will identify actions taken by project            

staff to ensure the sustainability of strategies/activities beyond the grant funding period.            

This study will use data collected through activity logs, checklists, surveys, program            

documentation, course grades, integrated skills assessments, interviews with the         

Project Manager, and stakeholder (student, project staff) focus groups conducted during           

an annual site visit. Successes, challenges/barriers, and actions supporting         

sustainability will be identified, shared, and discussed with the project team during the             

mid-year briefing and regular meetings as part of continuous program improvement           

efforts. 

The summative evaluation study will determine how well and to what extent the             

project achieved its stated goal and outcome indicators. It will utilize a primarily             

quantitative approach to respond to the project goals/objectives. The goal is to increase             

workforce capacity in the area of information technologies. All the required performance            

measures for the purposes of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993             

(GPRA) and Department reporting will be collected, analyzed, and reported as specified            

in the grant announcement for both the secondary and postsecondary levels. The            

postsecondary GPRA performance measure will be used as a key program goal            

indicator: the percentage of CTE concentrators who receive a postsecondary credential           
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as documented by the conferral of Associates Degrees or earning of a program             

certificate. Baseline data related to on-time information technologies program         

completion will be collected in the second year of the grant and interim targets will be                

set. The current status of postsecondary participating students will be reported and            

serve as an indicator of program retention (i.e., continued enrollment, employment,           

military service, advanced training). During the final year of the grant term, the             

summative evaluation will become the primary focus of the evaluation study. The final             

summative report will provide the data and analysis for determining the usefulness of             

the tactics and strategies used on the project and valuable information for designing             

and/or replicating future programs and services beyond this one project. 

Competitive Priority Preference #1 

The Bridge to the Future project builds workforce capacity and economic 

diversification into the community of St. Paul Island, AK through bringing STEM focused 

(specifically in the computer sciences fields of  IT and Web design) industry certified 

training programs to students in St. Paul Island. St. Paul Island is a small and extremely 

rural, predominantly (89%) Alaska Native community. The education programs combine 

academic training and certification programs with the expansion of onsite support and 

capacity, student mentoring,  and sustained, comprehensive student support system. 

This project will expand onsite instructional capacity through the  addition of onsite 

instructors and program facilitators; provides for academic and industry mentoring 

through program implementation of internships with the project partnerships that are 

designed to provide students with mentoring, support, and hands on application of 

analytics skills and for the project partners allow them to train the a workforce locally 
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capable of carrying out work for the facilitation of their operations. The comprehensive 

program is designed to lead students to achieve industry standard certifications in high 

tech, high paying careers and also to be workforce ready and capable on completion of 

the program and to demonstrate a measurable effect on student achievement and 

outcomes, leading to direct employment in high tech, high earning IT professional 

positions within the community and in support of current and future community 

commercial and governmental operations.  
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